Director Announces Events For Second Spring Horse Show

Schedule Includes Dolls And Stunt Exhibits As Well As Display Of Horsemanship.

Plays for the Fontbonne Spring Horse Show to be held April 26 and 27. Friday evening and Saturday afternoon, at the Missouri State Fairgrounds, are eagerly anticipated by the students of the Fontbonne College. Despite the wet conditions and delays in the arrangements, the Fontbonne Equestrian Club and the Fontbonne Horse Show Association, have done their best to ensure a successful event.

The horse show will feature equestrian events such as jumping, dressage, and showmanship. There will also be a display of horsemanship, where riders and their mounts will demonstrate their skills and abilities. The show will conclude with a grand finale, showcasing the best of theFontbonne Equestrian Club's riders and horses.

The Fontbonne Spring Horse Show is a popular event among the students, who look forward to it as a way to showcase their talents and skills. The event is open to the public, and admission is free. The Fontbonne College community is encouraged to attend and support its equestrian team.

Sophomore, Rosemary Michelson, 1935 Fontbonne Maid, was selected to represent Fontbonne in the annual college fair to be held in the University of Missouri gymnasium.

Sodality To Observe Vocation Week With Extensive Program

The Sodality, in observance of Vocation Week, will hold an extensive program of activities for the week. The program will include a variety of events, such as a mass, a social gathering, and a dance. The events are designed to provide opportunities for students to explore their vocational interests and to consider their future career paths.

The events will be held in the Fontbonne College auditorium, and admission is free. All students are encouraged to attend and participate in the program.

Eva J. Ross To Speak At Summer School in England

Miss Eva J. Ross, professor of sociology and economics at Fontbonne and Maryville College, has accepted an invitation to be guest speaker at the Catholic Social Guild Summer School to be held at Oxford University, England, August 8 to 16, 1935. Miss Ross will give three talks, one on social ethics, which includes sociology, the origins of the family, status, religion, and property rights.

The summer session is held annually at Cambridge and Oxford Universities where social questions are discussed by outstanding authorities. Last year, the guest speaker at the Oxford meeting was Charles D. C. Marson, one of the foremost English Catholic writers of today.

At the Catholic Conference on Industrial Problems held at the Statler Hotel last week, and sponsored by the Catholic Industrial Bureau of St. Louis, Miss Ross spoke on "The Incurable Ignorancy."
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Maid Chosen by Seniors

The senior class is to be complimented on its election of Rosemary Bishelman as the representative of Fontbonne at the St. Louis University Pageant. A member of the junior class, she has been active in various phases of school life. She is an all-scholar and a member of the Fordham Club and has distinguished herself in the field of dramatic art. She is also a member of the Font staff and was recently appointed Arts Editor of the monthly edition of the newspaper.

In addition to these attributes of a scholastic and artistic nature, Rosemary is outstanding in mental beauty, personality, and natural charm. All in all, each Fontbonne girl should be satisfied that the senior class voted wisely and well.

Congratulations Merited

For Collegiate Tap Revue

Saturday night, after the fall and different semester programs were well answered last Monday, when the tap dancing class gave an interesting revue in two acts.

The characters ranged all the way from the flapper girl down to the modern school girl, all united in the spirit of the great American indoor sport, the tap dance.

The Past Ortho-Continued to the Instructress, Miss Marie Hauss, and to the students who participated in the demonstration and entertainment. We also give a vote of thanks for an interesting assembly provided entirely by student talent.

We hope that this performance will be an unusual success, and that more of our students will follow the example of the tap dancing class in cooperating with the Student Association for bigger and better assemblies.

Unauthorized Change of Name of Association

Not many know that originally the title given to the student organization at Fontbonne College was the College Association. The adoption of that designation authorized, the use of the name. Gradually, however, this name has been metamorphosed into the Student Association. Exactly how, when, why, or by whom, this change occurred remains a mystery. Suffice it to say it was unauthorized. Consequently it should be corrected.

Perhaps many will think we are guilty of horse-trading. In this case our only defense is our great need for the virtue of economy. A similar desire for reform prompts the suggestion that the Student Council look up Fontbonne's chart and settle the controversy.

Who Shall Be Fontbonne's May Queen for 1937?

With a touch of spring in the air, our thought so fleeting toward April, decided to make this month more delightful with sunshine and showers, and then to May, the lovely month of May, with its sweet bruises and sweet flowers. And May recalls with joy that beautiful and impressive May Day, on which in unity we renew our old act of conservation to May, our ever-changing Mother. On this day, the fair of May, we all know as our May Queen the one girl above all others, in our minds to represent Mary, Mother of Our God.

This is, indeed, the greatest honor Fontbonne can confer, to be chosen in the one among the students who is most like to Mary, Queen of Heaven.

And so, who shall she be, the girl who for the past month is Our Lady's favorite? Who is the one girl who has been true to her vocation, her Catholic ideals, and to Fontbonne?

Side Glances At The Grads

Louise Kenzy, A. B., '34, was last heard of in Mexico City, Mexico. She is on a few month tour around the South.

Joseph McCauley, III, the son of Mr. and Mrs. Joseph McCauley of Portage, Wi., arrived last month. Mrs. McCauley was the former Elinelle Hebb, A. B., '30.

Ann Mack, who attended Fontbonne for three years, has been a member of the piano class in Cornish, is now Sister Marie Germaine of the Sisters of the Sacred Heart, Philadelphia, Pa.

A LAMENT

This is in no way to say that this is not a very pleasant time for小写.

Shadow of Inebriation: It can't be true.

Mary Margaret Schmidt (Grandma Schmidt) and Rita Boulton enjoy the distinction of being the only two women to attend Debra Ph. meetings. Their articles pertain to the refusal of men, which they prepare and present with equal grace.

To order cookies (in lieu of orchid, but just as dear) to the physical education department for their fine program of tap dancing. They really chucked.

Peg Moran learned the other day that "Babe makes want" and also got a reserve copy. This is such a novel idea that she had to be talked out.

When Grandma Schmidt answers the phone she says, "This is Mary Margaret Schmidt."

Library Contains Over Eleven Thousand Volumes Including Many Autographed Copies of Distinguished Contemporary Litterateurs

Undoubtedly a library is fundamentally and essentially indispensable for a college. It is the library that furnishes the material for a wide scope of intellectual pursuit. It is the library with its air of repose, culture, and serenity that is so essential to the student. The books on any shelf are the result of a careful selection, and to carry the information that is carried in the minds of the people that is the purpose of the library.

Among the volumes of special interest are autographed works of such prominent literary figures as Ralph Waldo Emerson, Robert Louis Stevenson, Oscar Wilde, Mark Twain, and Helen Hunt. A collection of autographed books of various authors, including the poet Tennyson, is also on display in the library.

The library contains over eleven thousand volumes, placed almost entirely on open shelves, easily accessible to the students. The average circulation is 2,590 volumes a year. Approximately fifty manuscripts are received regularly. The library is the last stop for students in theFontbonne course and is the only stop for students in the Fontbonne course.

In the valuable collection of poetry books, the gift of Mrs. A. Hornby, of St. Louis, is a work of Bosse, 1890, and one from the famous German Press, 1720. A collection of German books secured for the library through the courtesy of the Very Reverend B. J. Sprock, president, contains works of E. Schulte, Gunther, Zeuner, and Fassett. The New English Dictionary and the latest edition of the Encyclopedia Britannica are among the valuable editions to the library.
Splendid Portrayal by Cast in Footlights Production
Of Hans Anderson's Fairy Tale, "Once In a Palace"

The Footlights Club gave its annual musical performance, "Once in a Palace," this week, under the direction of Miss Alice Scott. The theme of the play is taken from a story by Hans Andersen, called "The Gnome's New Clothes," which the farm was based on an old English tale, "Cinderella." By John Mankin. The story, a farce, was acted by a stock cast, with the following costumes: "Cinderella" being portrayed by a beautiful actress in a sumptuous gown and handsome jewels. A large audience was on hand to view the performance.

College Will Hear Speakers Discuss Pertinent Topics

Within the next few weeks three speakers will lecture before the faculty and students. The Reverend Patrick J. Veale, S. J. (Catholic), will speak on March 26. Father Veale is a well-known scholar in the English department of St. Louis University. The next speaker, on March 21, will be Prof. L. B. Herder, professor of English literature. He will discuss the work of English authors and their influence on American literature. The third speaker, to be announced later, will be a noted poet and essayist who will lecture on poetry and the arts.

Lorraine Korte Represents Commerce School At Footlights

Lorraine Korte, a junior at Pomona, has been selected to represent the St. Louis University Commerce and Finance Day School at the annual Footlights Club presentation. Commerce Day was established by the national council of the commerce and finance field.

The First Forty Days of Misa Daka is a book that has been an important influence since its introduction into America. In the summer of 1910, 500 American men and women made the trip to Misa Daka. The book of simple, peaceful country people of Armenia called to the summer of the Turkish Empire, which stirred the nation.

A sequel to this work, "The Fruitless Quest," will be published by the Footlights Club in the near future.

Baton, Basel and Masque

The trend of modern music toward polyphonic and sonata forms has been accompanied by new stylistic devices of the modern period. The following program of compositions, in modern tools, will be given by musicians of Sigma Beta Blu Tuesday, March 32.

Miss Blau, Batson, and Basel

The first of the music will be by the famous composer, Franz Schubert. The second piece will be by the late Johann Strauss, who is known for his light, sparkling melodies. The third piece will be by the great Beethoven, who is known for his powerful and emotional compositions.
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FONTBONNE CAFETERIA

The Fontbonne Cafeteria is open from 8:00 A.M. to 8:00 P.M. daily. It offers a wide variety of dishes, including sandwiches, soups, salads, and desserts. The cafe is located on the first floor of the Fontbonne University building.
Two Students Vested With Royal Purple and Ermine

It's the fashion for Fontbonne students to wear crowns this season. Charlotte Hase of the sophomore class was chosen queen of the St. Louis Turners' Organization. She received the crown at the annual meeting held in the Turner Turner Hall, Tower Grove and Forest Avenue, Sunday evening, March 2.

And from the north came word that Frances C. Jacques, a member of last year's freshman class, was crowned queen of the Michigan Tech Winter Carnival last week. The festival is an annual event of the Michigan College of Mining and Technology, Houghton, Michigan. As queen, she reigns over all the Michigan Tech Winter Carnival events, including the Tech-Ohio hockey series, the Carnival parade, and the annual ball which climax the two-day celebration.

While a student at Fontbonne, Frances Jacques took an active part in the Student's Press Club, the Tea Club, and the Tea Club. Continued from Page 1, Column 2 and one column to the right.

Faculty Member to Speak To Scientists at Meeting

The annual meeting of the Fontbonne Alumni Association last week, the president, Mrs. J. Donald Gunn, announced the plans for the annual meeting of the Alumni Association to be observed April 20, the Friday following Easter Sunday.

After Mass, which will probably be celebrated at 10:00 a.m., breakfast will be served in the dining room in Main Hall. Misses Madeline Daines, '39, and Anne Catherine Moyer, '34, are in charge of the breakfast. Arrangements are being made by Miss Melville, director, '33, and Mrs. Charles Goldsby, '33, to secure a guest speaker for the occasion.

Student Teachers Strive For Professional Laurels

Bright afternoons in early spring may mean spring fever and a few extra days for some students on campus. However, this period of rest is sometimes marked by the sight of several students trying to off the instalment plans for the fall term of classes in knowledge and skill. All the truth and subtlety of education should be reflected in the work of the student teachers who are to be observed recently. (See page 7.)

Virginia Gidley and Blanche Maloney from the freshmen in the field of the norms as to junior school in the fall. Their speeches on the French genius. Judging from the results of the recent test given by one of the teachers who failed two of the three tests of the class, the introduction of the French genius did not seem to be altogether pleasant. In an effort to further the study of the students to a natural state of mind and to prevent any great disorder, Mary Burke, English teacher, volunteered to teach a course in citizenship and social science.

Continued from Page 1, Column 1

Club Secretary Writes to Alumnus

The Literary Club will meet Monday, March 31, in the assembly room. Two of the features of the meeting will be the presentation of a skit, "March," written by Audrey Wilk, secretary of the organization, and selected readings from plays on Catholic poetry by the editors of the students' paper, "Today." Other officers of the club are president, Hope Davis, vice-president, Mary Alice Bancroft, and secretary, Dora Helene. The Literary Club was organized a few months ago and has done extensive work towards encouraging literary talent and skill.
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